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Boston - Recent inflation numbers
have continued to surprise investors
and economists, coming in above the
high end of projections. Even those
who make their living forecasting
economic conditions have
consistently underestimated inflation
pressures. No surprise, then, that
investors who are looking to hed ge
against inflation in fixed income have
turned to Treasury InflationProtection Securities (TIPS), with
inflation-protected funds and ETFs
sho wing record inflo ws this year.
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Washington - We see the swift
gro w th of the Net Zero Asset
Managers initiative (Net Zero)* as
sending a clear, important signal to
markets that investors view climate
change as a material risk. Companies
failing to mitigate this risk adequately
may ultimately lose favor with
investors and face reduced access to
public capital markets.

Washington - Over the last 5 0 years,
we have seen the key driver of the
global economy shift from natural
resources to human talent, ushering in
the era of the "Talent Economy." This
megatrend no w impacts all major
economies as companies place
greater focus on intellectual capital
and a diverse w orkforce as material,
competitive factors for business
success.
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What to Make of Recent Volatility in the Muni Market?
By: Evan Rourke, CFA | October 20, 2021

New York - If you were paying attention to the municipal bond market in 2021, you may have observed a drop in yields (and
a corresponding rally in prices) at the end of the second quarter that continued into the third quarter. Depending on
maturity, Treasury yields reached quarterly lo ws on either August 3 or 4. From there yields rose again modestly, then
picked up momentum follo wing the Federal Open Market Committee meeting in September.
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